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Abstract - The hazard of field irregularities on reactor grade tokamaks is very severe since it
is estimated that the locking of rotating resistive modes, which leads to pre-disruption
conditions, can be caused by field errors as small as 10"5 times the toroidal field. Recently on
the JET tokamak experiments have been performed with new control saddle coils placed on
the inner surface of the tokamak vessel, fed by power amplifiers with a polarity arrangement
suitable to generate an equivalent helical field either static, oscillating or rotating. The system
is designed to operate eventually as a phase and frequency locked feedback control loop. We
consider some of the first resulls of the JET experimental campaign with the objective of
studying the threshold of field amplitude at which forced reconnection of field lines occurs
with formation of magnetic islands, in Ohmic and NBI heated discharges, with and without
toroidal field ripple. In particular, in JET experiments of driven formation of magnetic
islands, it has been observed that the critical threshold value of the external field at which the
process of forced reconnection starts is higher in presence of toroidal field ripple of amplitude
d. We focus the attention on the theoretical analysis of the possible mechanisms of such
effects. The threshold for tearing depends on the plasma anomalous viscosity (unknown but
believed to be related to the energy confinement time) and to other accelerating and retarding
forces which may be associated with the ripples. The Jattecare mainly the viscous force due to
broken axisymmetry, <*= 8 , and the driving force F^ = JJ?Be °= 5 due to the radial current
associated with the ripple losses of fast ions. This radial current can be estimated as
determining the radial electric field from the ambipolarity condition on the ion and anomalous
electron fluxes. It is shown that the field threshold is enhanced by the factor

c50 Th0

that depends on the anomalous viscous time tM and on the ripple modulation amplitude S
through Ihe lime scales Th and Tg associated with the driving and retarding forces. A
parametric sludy with data of some JET shots is also presented.
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